Projection of NCD mortality in 2030
Projection of NCD mortality was conducted in three steps for each age-sex-cause-year group.
First, we categorized all deaths into deaths that can be attributed to the aforementioned risk factors and non-attributable parts, according to the theory of comparative risk assessment. 1 For continuous risk factors, such as BMI, SBP, TC, and FPG, the formula for the population attributable fraction (PAF) is as follows:
where ( ) is the RR of a certain disease for exposure level x, 1( ) is the population distribution of the exposure, 2( ) is the minimum theoretical exposure distribution, and m is the maximum exposure level. The minimum theoretical exposure is the counterfactual condition of exposure, and was defined previously for each risk factor. 2 With regard to categorical risk factors (smoking and physical inactivity), the formula for PAF is:
Where i is exposure level, is RR for exposure level i, and is the prevalence of exposure level i.
Estimated PAFs divided total deaths into attributable and non-attributable parts. The attributable part was calculated by multiplying PAF and total deaths, while the non-attributable part was total deaths minus the attributable part. Deaths attributable and non-attributable to NCDs were estimated by age, sex, and year separately between 1990 and 2013.
The second step was to project risk factor exposure and non-attributable deaths in 2030. A proportional change model was adopted to estimate the annual change rate in risk factor exposure and non- calculated the joint PAF of all risk factors using the following formula. The mediation factors were estimated using GBD 2013, 1 as some behavioral risk factors are mediated through other factors, e.g., a certain degree of hazard in ischemic heart disease associated with obesity is mediated through elevated fasting plasma glucose and total cholesterol.
Where J is the number of risk factors for calculating the joint effect, is the attributable fraction of i risk factor, is the mediation factor between risk factor i and a certain disease o through risk factor j, a was the age group, s was sex, and t was year.
Third, premature mortality for total NCDs and the main subcategories under each scenario were projected for 2030. Premature mortality was defined as the probability of dying between ages 30 and 70 years from NCDs and was estimated using age-specific death rates (in 5-year age groups between 30 and 70 years) with a life table techniques with the following formulas. First, five-year death rates ( M x 5 * ) was calculated:
Total deaths from a specific disease between exact age and exact age + 5 Total population between exact age and exact age + 5
*
For each five-year age group, the probability of death from the disease ( x 5 * ) was calculated： The unconditional probability of death, for the 30-70 age range, was calculated last： The age-specific death rate under each scenario was calculated as the estimated deaths divided by the population. The sex-and age-specific population in 2030 was projected by the Population Division of United Nations (UN).
All data were prepared and analyzed in SAS 9.4. Efigure 1 shows the flowchart of this study.
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